
The future is determined by who gets involved! 
 
 
Good news… we're looking for a new Executive Director of the Camp Washington Community 
Board.  For almost 200 years, Camp Washington has been the most important neighborhood in 
all of Greater Cincinnati. 
 
Think about it. 
 
In the mid 1840’s the Camp was an important military location during the U.S.-Meican War. 
 
Boom! 
 
In 1850, the first Ohio State Fair was held in Camp. 
 
Nearly 90 years later Camp Washington Chili was founded. 
 
In 2002, Cincinnati Freedom (a cow) escaped a Camp slaughterhouse for almost two weeks. 
This escape made national news. 
 
Maybe most important however, Camp Washington is experiencing a renaissance right now like 
no other. We are looking for a fearless leader.  Someone who is talented enough to understand 
the perfect match of Industry and Artistry that makes Camp Washington what it is today. 
 
The position is a full-time, paid position (i.e. Mon-Fri, 9am-5pm with occasional evening and 
weekend hours). 
 
How to approach the application process: 
 
Do your research. Visit the Camp and get to know our streets. Drink our coffee. Eat our Chili. 
Visit our Artists studios. Get to know the industry here. 
 
Fill out this (link) form expressing interest in the position. 
 
If we are NOT interested, we will let you know.  If however, we ARE interested in you, someone 
from Camp will invite you to walk and talk or drink some coffee.  
 
After the get together, we will let you know how we feel. (We won’t make you wait too long) 
 
If all goes well, we will ask for more information, and set up an interview with our entire selection 
panel. 
 
The selection panel will meet with all finalists and will have the ultimate say in the process. 



 
If all goes well, you'll be the next Executive Director of the Camp Washington Community Board. 
 
Acronym: EDCWCB. (put that on your business card!) 
 
Nuts & Bolts 
 
What are we looking for? Who are we looking for?  
 
We want self-starters. People who don’t need to be micromanaged. Someone who is as 
comfortable walking into Meyer Tool, as they are walking into Wave Pool. (did that rhyme?)  
 
We need someone who can think about industry and think about public art. We need someone 
who can push our commercial corridor forward, and help ensure safe and clean housing is 
available for our residents. We need someone who understands the spirit of where Camp is 
going, while maintaining the identity that makes Camp so unique. 
 
We are looking for someone who: 

● Can tell and present a great story in public or over a cup of coffee. 
● Has an eye for Graphic Design, Photography, and Videography. 
● Has the mind for the Written Word and Social Media. 

 
The right Candidate must possess: 

● Compassion 
● Quick recovery from failure 
● Unsurpassed people skills 
● Supreme communication capabilities 
● An exacting eye for details 
● The ability to anticipate all of the things that we can’t think to put in this document. 

 
 
To be clear… We are looking for a Mayor of Camp, a CEO of a mid-size company, the leader of 
a small Army, and a cheerleader all wrapped in one. 
 
You will lead a team. You will be challenged by the board. Our residents will love you one day, 
and yell at you the next. 
 
Our companies and artists will bug you… and keep you up at night, and make you proud the 
next day. 
 
The winning candidate needs to have: 
 

● An eye for design. 



● A mind for economic and community development.  
● A huge heart for the urban core. 
● An understanding of where Camp has come from and where Camp is going. 

 
 
There is so much more to share, but this is enough for now. If you think this job is the right fit for 
you, fill out this form now. The job won’t be easy, but it will be insanely rewarding. The winning 
candidate will find themself leading the most interesting neighborhood in Greater Cincinnati. We 
believe this place, and this position, has insane potential.  
 
Best of luck! CWCB 
 
 


